
Executive Profile: 

Mr. Mohamed Jinna, Chairman of United World Halal Development, Singapore, holding his Bachelor 

Degree in Computer Science from Baharathidasan University, India and done Masters in 

Telecommunication & Networking from Baharathidasan University, India. He has also pursued his 

Advanced Diploma in E-commerce from Singapore. He is a dynamic personality who is pioneering the new 

evolution of alternate business strategies globally and more of in connection with “Halal – A Global 

Perspective of Health & Hygiene”. He is the board member of the Halal Certifying bodies namely Halal 

India, Halal Bangladesh & Halal Nepal. Being an Out-of-Box thinker he has setup a consortium of business 

across various nations and holding various honorable positions in global Halal Industry. More than 25 

Nation’s Government invited to give speech, attended global conferences, presented research papers and 

taken part in various discussions with various global leaders, government officials and eminent 

personalities. He has travelled more than 70 countries for business meets and developments. Numerous 

awards and honors throughout his career are a testament to his leadership skills and impact. He is 

constantly thriving towards the development of the concept “Halal” globally in business perspective and a 

way of peaceful living for fellow human being as well. As a person who leads more than 5 organizations in 

different countries & plays the major role in the holistic societal development, he has taken many global 

initiatives and suggested the work development models to bring the potential young entrepreneurs to build 

the sustainable community. He is working with Islamic Scholars and Scientist to prepare the School / 

College Syllabus for clear understanding of Halal & Haram to bridge 6th Centuries Principle and 21st  

Centuries Technology ”. Visited more than 100 countries and delivered his speeches in renowned global 

stages and Propagate Halal Concepts to Muslims & Non Muslim Nations especially, Initiated to bring all 

Global Muslims Scientist as “International Muslims Scientist Federation” & Networking to find an 

alternative Halal Medicine of Insulin & Meningococcal Meningitis Vaccines Developing Models of Niche 

Halal Food Products Supply Chain Market. 



 

Executive Summary of the Paper: 

Title: MUSLIM ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND GLOBAL HALAL BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 

7 billions human heads and seven continents of livelihoods stretch in the all in the means of this world and 

differing in culture, values, lifestyle & more. Millions of needs, requirements and everything turns a 

business opportunity to serve. It is an inevitable benchmark to assure the quality, standards, origin of the 

every commodity, benefits of the consumption, that is in the market now due to its critical manufacturing 

process, unethical business practices, and ever-increasing health concerns, this is the center of demand 

where the high standard of practices called “Halal” plays a major role in the market, which assures all the 

desired standards and quality. This makes the millions of business opportunity in the spread across market 

now, especially to the younger generations to take the lead now as a responsible entrepreneur. It was the 

golden era of the muslims who had lived till eight hundred years before and spread across the geographies 

served the foundation and pioneered  this century’s growth in all the fields includes medicine, 

management, astronomy, biology, surgery, education, architecture, physics, chemistry, mathematics, 

geography, trade and what not ? All are from the muslim community and pioneered, now the entire section 

quite dormant for the past eight hundred years, left none with the modern contribution, we remains the 

biggest consuming consumer rather than a producer of worthwhile products. Lack of education and proper 

guidance made the path of better generation harder.  Investment and Resources and available in plenty but 

the responsibility and accountability lacks to optimize the utility. “Self Help is the Best Help”, This space 

requires inception of our own entrepreneurs in all the possible fields of business with the proper support in 

the means from the community with special ready projects compliant with present modern business 

standards. “Hmart”, “Nawabs” are the few global initiatives of United World Halal Development, 

Singappore, aspired to create the young muslim entrepreneurs that needs to be equipped by the modern 

lab facilities, proper islamic microfinance, support from ulamas and entire community support by 

identifying the right individuals in long term. “Truly, God does not change the condition of a people until 

they change what is in themselves” -  Sūrat l-raʿd  13:11” 


